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MARCH 14.1985 

The Honorable William E. Dannemeyer 
House of Representatives 

Dear Nr. Dannemeyer: 

Subject: SSA's Acceptance Testing of a Mass Storage 
System for Computerized Data Was Adequate 
(GAO/IMTEC-85-5) 

In response to your July 27, 1984, request (see encl. IV), we 
are providing you information on a contract (No. 600-84-0046) the 
Social Security Administration (SSA) awarded to the Masstor Systems 
Corporati on for a mass storage system for computerized data. You 
expressed concern that SSA's acceptance testing of the Masstor sys- 
tem had been repeatedly postponed and that SSA may have overlooked 
significant mandatory contract requirements. Specifically, you 
asked us to observe the acceptance test to make sure mandatory 
requirements were not waived. 

SSA received two responses --one from the Braegen Corporation, 
the other from Masstor-- to its July 1983 request for a mass storage 
system. On January 25, 1984, a $1.02 million contract was awarded 
to Masstor, the lowest bidder. We found that during the procure- 
ment process, SSA waived a channel cable length specification that 
it no longer needed. In waiving this requirement, SSA was within 
the boundaries of federal procurement regulations. Also, shortly 
after the contract was signed, Masstor and SSA disagreed over the 
interpretation of a clause in the contract which, according to SSA, 
specified that Masstor must provide dual-channel access to four of 
SSA's computers. Acceptance testing of the Masstor equipment, 
which was supposed to begin in April 1984, was delayed for 4 months 
while both parties worked to resolve this issue. Masstor eventu- 
ally agreed to install additional equipment, and acceptance testing 
began. We believe this testing --which lasted from August 6 to 
October 8, 1984--provided reasonable assurance that the Masstor 
system met SSA's needs as expressec in the contract. 

Currently, Masstor has a $428,707 claim against SSA for com- 
pensation for extra equipment provided to resolve the above issue. 
Also, SSA has assessed Masstor with $99,665.28 in liquidated 
damages for a 121-day installation delay. 

Details of our review follow. 
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OBJECTWE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLQ~GY 

Our objective was TV respond to concerns raised in your July 
27, 1984, letter. We perfqrmed our review from August to December 
1984 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. 

As part of our review to assess whether SSA waived contract 
requirements, we 

--reviewed the internal and external SSA correspondence appli- s 
cable to Masstor's mass storage system: 

--spoke with SSA's mass storage project officer, contracting 
officer, training coordinator, and senior equipment evalua- 
tor to-solicit their views on contract specifications; 

--spoke with individuals outside SSA (other government agen- 
cies and private industry) to confirm SSA opinions regard- 
ing equipment capabilities: and 

--physically inspected all equipment delivered and checked it 
against the contract's equipment delivery requirements. 

As part of our review of the Masstor acceptance testing, we 

--reviewed SSA's test plans and confirmed that all the con- 
tract's mandatory requirements were being tested or vali- 
dated; 

--attended acceptance testing on 4 days and compared SSA's 
reported results with those observed; 

--verified that the reported test results accurately summa- 
rized the computer printouts resulting from SSA's tests 
(although we did not validate the computer programs from 
which the tests were run); and 

--met with representatives of each SSA group involved with 
acceptance testing. 

EVENTS LEADING TO ACCEPTANCE TESTIWG 

As part of its System Modernization Plan, on July 18, 1983, 
SSA requested proposals for a computerized mass storage system. 
The objective of a mass storage system is to provide users with 
immediate access to large amounts of computerized data at an eco- 
nomical cost. SSA plans to use the mass storage system at its pri- 
mary software development unit-- the Test and Time Sharing Facil- 
ity-- in Baltimore,. Maryland, This system is expected to decrease 
the amount of time associated with storing, retrieving, and man- 
aging programmer test data. SSA estimated that a mass storage 
system would reduce the completion time of 113 tape-oriented tests 
from 38 hours to a few minutes. 



SSA anticipated tha;t its computerized mass storage needs would 
be met when it awarded the $1.02 million mass .storage contract to 
Masstor, A disagreement over the interpretation of a contract 
clause (the requirement for dual-channel access to four computers), 
however, 
testing. 

led to an almost 4-month delay in the start of acceptance 
(See encl. I for a chronology of events.) 

Disputed clause delayed beginninu 
of acceptance testsng 

Within 2 months of awarding the mass storage contract, SSA 
discovered that the Masstor system did not comply with section 1 
F.4.7l of the contract which, according to SSA, stipulated that 
the proposed system be able to provide dual-channel access to four 
computers. On March 26, 1984, SSA notified Masstor that within 10 
days it had to explain how it planned to meet this requirement. 
Masstor disagreed with SSA*s interpretation that it was required to 
provide this feature. Subsequent written negotiations centered on 
whether the contract required Masstor to meet the dual-channel 
access requirement and, if so, what type of equipment Masstor would 
provide. 

Masstor acknowledged that its equipment could not provide 
dual-channel access to four computers, but it stated that the con- 
tract did not specifically require it to meet this provision. SSA 
responded that the requirement was sufficiently clear and pointed 
out that, in its proposal, Nasstor had explicitly stated, "Data 
will be concurrently accessible via two channel access to each of 
the four IBM/PCM processors via dynamic channel switching under 
program control." 

Ultimately, Masstor proposed to install direct-access storage 
disks, which would enable its equipment to meet the dual-channel 
access requirement. Throughout the negotiations, Masstor stated 
that it reserved the right to bill SSA for the additional equip- 
ment. SSA accepted Masstor's proposal on June 13, 1984,2 subject 
to the condition that the additional equipment (1) passed accep- 
tance testing and (2) was provided at no additional cost to the 
government. Masstor delivered the equipment but did .not respond in 
writing to SSA's qualified acceptance. 

'Section F.4.7 states, "The data, once staged, must be concurrently 
accessible via two channel access in accordance with F.4.1 via 
dynamic channel switching under program control." 

2Between the end of negotiations and August 6, 1984, when the 
. acceptance testing began, SSA had its test facilities prepared for 

installation and conducted some preliminary testing. During this 
time, Masstor completed delivery of all equipment required by the 
contract, including data storage cartridges. 
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Before accepting Masstor's proposal subject to the two eondi- 
tions, SSA recomputed Masstor's price proposal to make sure Masstor 
remained the low offerer even after SSA included its overhead cost 
for the new equipment. An SSA official told us that since Masstor 
remained the lowest bidder, SSA did not compromise the integrity of 
the procurement process by allowing Masstor to install the addi- 
tional equipment. 

SSA waived a mandatory requirement 

Upon receiving SSA's notice regarding the dual-channel access 
problem, Masstor proposed 3350-type disks (originally marketed by 
IBM in 1975) as a solution. SSR rejected this solution when it 
discovered that the disks did not meet another contract provision, 
which specified that all equipment must support 280 feet of cable 
attached to a. "block multiplexer" communication channel. Masstor 
next proposed 1980-vintage 3380-type disks, which met the cable 
length requirement. The 3380-type disks can hold almost four times 
the amount of data as the 3350-type disks and are over twice as 
fast. While evaluating this proposal, SSA was changing its compu- 
ter configuration, which ultimately made the cabling requirement 
far a block multiplexer channel inapplicable. When Masstor learned 
of this change, it withdrew its 33&O proposal and resubmitted the 
3350 proposal, declaring it "technically responsive." SSA agreed 
with Masstor, accepted the 3350-type disks, and waived the block 
multiplexer channel cable length requirement. 

An SSA official told us that, even if SSA had waived the chan- 
nel cable length requirement before the contract was awarded, the 
waiver should not have changed either Masstor's or Braegan's bid, 
since neither vendor initially included disks as part of its propo- 
Sal. Also, federal procurement regulations allow agencies discre- 
tion in determining whether to waive contractual requirements. 
Although SSA received equipment that would respond to its current 
needs, had it not waived the cable length requirement, it might 
have obtained the more sophisticated 3380-type disks. 

MASSTOR TEST RESULTS WERE ADEQUATE 

To pass acceptance testing, Masstor's equipment had to main- 
tain an effectiveness rate 3 of at least 95 percent for 30 con- 
secutive days within a go-day period. Between September 9 and 
October 8, 1984, Masstor met this requirement by achieving a 
98.55-percent effectiveness rate. Although the test period started 

3The contract defines effectiveness rate as operational use 
time divided by,the sum of operational use time plus system 
failure downtime. 
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on August 6, 1984, initial problems caused equipment downtime4 and 
prevented Masstor from beginning to meet the 30-consecutive-day 
requirement until September 9, 1984. SSA’s testing of the MaSStOr 
equipment was adequate, though not without problems. SSA resolved 
these problems and conducted the test in such a manner as to 
provide reascmable assurance that the equipment performed according 
to contract specifications, 

SSA testing of the Masstor 
equipment was reasonable 

SSA developed a reascmable test plan for the Masstor equip- ' 
ment. We analyzed this plan and found that it addressed all the 
contract’s mandatory requirements which could be tested at SSA 
facilities. SSA followed this test plan during its acceptance 
testing. 

Throughout the testing period, the Masstor equipment was 
closely monitored and downtime was documented. SSA divided the 
aeceptmce testing into three parts: ( 1) performance testing, 
where the mandatory requirements stipulated in the contract were 
tested and verified: (2) application testing, where the Masstor 
equipment was tested under normal working conditions, using pro- 
grams which simulated actual workloads; and (3) testing of the 
3350-type disks to make sure that they performed as Masstor stated 
they would. 

In a few instances, SSA could not test for certain contract 
requirements because it did not have the necessary equipment. So 
instead, SSA validated these requirements through a technical re- 
view process. For example, SSA was unable to test the dual-channel 
access requirement because it did not have four computers in its 
testing facility. Rather than actually testing the feature, a 
technical evaluation team analyzed Masstor’s configuration chart 
and declared that the feature was acceptable, thus validating that 
the requirement was met. We also analyzed the configuration and 
concluded that it demonstrated that the equipment could meet this 
requirement. 

SSA records provide reasonable assurance 
that test results were accurate 

An examination of SSA records, along with our own observations 
of acceptance testing, also indicated that testing was reasonable 
and fair. Many problems were encountered at the beginning of the 

. 

4The contract specifications define downtime as.that period 
in which the scheduled program(s) cannot be run due to system 
failure. 
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testing period as rvlasstor tailored its system to meet all of the 
contract requirements. Problems encountered during testing, how- 
ever, were caused by b'oth Masstor and SSA. Masstor was not charged 
downtime for problems caused by SSA. An example of a Masstor prob- 
lem was a defective circuit board which, along with a software 
problem, caused over 15 hours of downtime. A major problem created 
by SSA was the manner in which ,it had cabled two computers to the 
mass storage device. The computers had to be recabled during 
acceptance testing to increase the system's efficiency and to 
protect the testing facility should one of the computers fail. 

We analyzed SSA records and aseertained that SSA accurately ' 
allocated downtime to Masstor. SSA designed its acceptance testing 
so that most problems would be encountered and corrected at the 
beginning of the test period. During the performance phase of 
testing, Masstor achieved only a 51.175-percent effectiveness rate 
since it was chakqed with a great deal of downtime while meeting 
all the mandatory requirements. After Masstor met all of the man- 
datory requirements and began the application phase of the testing, 
however, downtime associated with the Masstor equipment dropped 
dramatically. Because of this drop, the Masstor equipment's effec- 
tiveness rate increased until it surpassed the 30-consecutive-day, 
95-percent effectiveness rate requirement on September 3, 1984. We 
validated Masstor's test results against the supporting evidence 
and found them to be accurate. 

CLAIMS BY BOTH MASSTOR 
AND SSA ARE PENDING 

On October 29, 1984, Masstor notified SSA that it was request- 
ing an equitable adjustment to the contract for $428,707. This 
claim was based on Masstor's providing SSA with 3350-type disks so 
that the Masstor system could provide dual-channel access to four 
computers. Masstor contended that, by requiring this provision be 
met, SSA changed the contract. Thus, Masstor believed it was 
entitled to an adjustment as provided for in the contract. SSA 
denied that the contract had changed and stated that when Masstor 
allowed acceptance testing to begin, it gave tacit approval to 
SSA's terms that the equipment be provided free of cost to the 
government. 

On November 20, 1984, SSA notified Masstor that it was with- 
holding $99,665.28 from the total contract amount. According to 
SSA, this amount constituted SSA's assessment of liquidated damages 
for the installation delay caused by Masstor's inability to provide 
dual-channel access to four computers. SSA said the delay had 
spanned 121 days (from April 9, 1984, when, according to contract 
specifications, the system was to be installed and ready for test- 
ing to August 8, 1984, when the complete system was re'ady for test- 
ing). 

Neither Masstor nor SSA has responded to each other's claims. 
As a matter of general policy, GAO does not comment on the merit of 
matters in dispute under a contract. 
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SSA's acceptance testing was reasonable and provided adequate 
assurance that the Masstor system met SSA's needs as expressed in 
the contract. Although 3SA waived one requirement during the pro- 
curement process, it had the discretion to do so under federal pro- 
curement regulations. 

Masstor submitted the lowest proposal, and its equipment met 
SSA-mandated specifications, We found no evidence that SSA's pro- 
curement actions provided Masstor with an unfair advantage over the 
other competitor. 

AGENCY AND VENDOR COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

Although the Department of Health and Human Services (HXS) 
generally agreed with the facts in our report, it disagreed with 
our statement regarding the SSA-waived requirement. According to 
HHS , the 280-foot-cable requirement was "non-operational" because 
SSA no longer had block multiplexer channels. 

When SSA accepted Masstor's proposal in June 1984, however, 
SSA was still using block multiplexer channels. Since SSA accepted 
equipment that did not meet a contract requirement, we consider 
this issue a waived mandatory requirement, 

Masstor commented that, contrary to our report, it delivered 
all contractually required equipment in March 1984. It also stated 
that it did not respond in writing to SSA's June 13, 1984, letter 
because Wno response was necessary." Masstor said it never gave 
tacit approval to SSA's terms that the 3350-type disk equipment be 
provided free of cost to the government. 

SSA received only 400 of some 1,900 data storage cartridges on 
April 2, 1984--part of the contractually required equipment. The 
rest of the cartridges were not delivered until late July 1984. 
Regarding the June 13, 1984 letter, our report stated only applica- 
ble facts. Instead of making observations on this issue, we stated 
that GAO does not comment on matters involving a contract dispute. 

Specific agency and Masstor comments are addressed individ- 
ually in enclosures II and III, respectively. 

we--- 

As arranged with your office, we are sending copies of this 
report to the Secretary, Health and Human Services; Director, Of- 
fice of Management and Budget; Director of Federal Sales, Masstor . 
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Corporation; President, Braegen Corporation; and appropriate con- 
gressional committees. Copies will be made available to others 
upon request. 

Sincerely yours, 

Warren 6. Reed 
Director 

Enclosures - 4 



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

Date 

l/25/84 Contract #600-84-0046 awarded to Masstor Systems Cor- 
poration for tne purchase of a mass storage system. 

3/'20,'84 

3/21/84 

SSA received Masstor mass storage equipment. 

SSA aiscovered that the Masstor system coula not pro- 
viae aual-channel access to four computers. 

3,'26,'84 SSA notified kasstor tnat it naa to summit a viable 
proposal within 10 days aemonstrating how it woula 
proviae SSA with dual-channel access to four compu- 
ters. 

4/6/84 Masstor assurea SSA that it woula proviae aisk devices 
to satisfy the dual-channel access requirement; how- 
ever c Plasstor reservea the right to file a claim for 
this feature. 

4/9/84 Contractualiy the last aate allowed for installation 
of tiasstor's complete mass storage system (neyotia- 
tions continuea regaraing tne dual-cnannel access 
problem). 

4/10/84 Masstor proposeci 3350-type aisk equipment to resolve 
the problem. It continued to reserve the rignt to 
fiie a ciaim for tnis feature as a cnange to the 
contract. 

4/11,'84 SSA acceptea tne 3350 proposal, "penoing successful 
completion of the acceptance test," and with tne 
explicit unaerstandlng that the acceptance was not a 
change to the contract. 

4/25/84 SSA informea Masstor tnat the 3350 proposal was not 
acceptable because the equipment aia not conform to a 
cabie length requirement in the contract. 

5/l/84 Plasstor proposea 33800type disk equipment to resolve 
the proolem. 

S/l /a4 biasstor proposea another kind of 3350-type aisk equip- 
ment to resolve problem. 

5/l l/84 iviasstor witharew its 5/l/84 proposals after SSA 
ohanyed its computer configuration ana resubmittea its 

CBRONULOEH OF MAJQR EXENTS REGARDING 

SSA's W!&STWR CONTRACT X600-84-0046 

MaIor Events 
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ENCLOSURE I 

6/13/84 

6,'30,'84 

f/17/84 

7/30/84 

8/6/84 

lO/c11/84 

1 O/29/84 

11,'20/84 

ENCLOSURE I 

4/10/84 proposal, deClaring it "technically 
responsive*" 

SSA accepted tiasstor@s 3350 proposal of 4/10/84 sub- 
jeet to the ifollowing two conditions: 

(1) Hasst~r's proposal woula be provided at no extra 
cmst to the government. 

(2) Irdasste)r would successfully complete tne accep- 
tance test as specifies in the contract. 

This accepteu proposal dia not conform to the channel 
cable length specification in the contract. 

SSA completea upgraaing the communications cnannels 
which supportea its Test ana Time Sharing Facility. . . 
SSA received 3350-type aisks rrom fiasstor. 

SSA reeeivea the final snipment of data storage cart- 
riages from Masstor. (SSA receivea the first snipment 
of cartridges in Marm 1584.) 

SSA began acceptance testing. 

Masstor successfully completea the acceptance testing. 

Nasstor filea a $428,707 claim with SSA requesting 
equitable adjustment of the contract for providing the 
33500type disk equipment. 

SSA informea Masstor that it was being assesses 
$99,665.28 in liquiaated damages for a 121-day delay 
in the installation of the complete mass storage sys- 
tem. (The period covereu Apr. 9, 1984, wnen, accora- 
ing to a contract requirement, the system was to be 
installed and reaay for testing to Aug. .6, 1984, when 
the complete system was actually ready for testing.) 
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EtiCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE XI 

-. 

??r l Warren G. Reed 
Director, Information Managemen* 

and ‘Technology Division 
United States General 

Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Zeed: 

The Secretary asked fhat I respond to your request for ‘;he 
3epar tment ’ s comments on your draft reporf “SEX’s Acce;tence 
Yesting Gf A ?!ass Storage Cys7;em ?or Zomgu<eri.zed Daza Yas 
Adequate. ” The enclosed commenr;s represent the tentazive 
~~SiSiCr- o* . 1. tke Der;ar%en; and are subzect to reevaluaticn when 
-5 n e final versior, cf tkis re2or-t is received. 

Ye appreciate -;,“,e opportunity $0 comment oc this draft report 
before its publication. 

. 



ENCLOSURE II EldCLOSURE II 

COMMENTS OF THEI DEI’ARTMEllifT OP HEALTH AlQD HVMAR SERVICES ON TRB 
GENERAL ACCCUXJ!IBG Om ; 1 A 

Ok'~USTUHAGb$PSTEM FOF . CO-- 
AD3QUATE” (IF?!EC-85+, L4m 1 

The draft report is generally correct. However, we are concerned 
about two findings which are not compietely accurate. The 
finding (on page 4) that the Social Security Administration (SSA) 
waived a mandatory requirement is not stated correctly. The 
report cites a contract requirement to support a 280 foot 
interface to a block multiplexer communications channel. The 
block multiplexer channel is 1968 technology. SSA replaced the 
last of its block multi?lexers in pearly 1984. The requirement 
became nonoperational because SSA no longer had block 
multiplexers. 

GAO response 

The block sultiplexer communication channels were not replaced 
until late June 1994, after SSA had agreed to the Yasstor 3350 
disk solution. Earlier, SSA had rejected the same Nasstor 
disk equipment because the equipment did not meet the block 
multiplexer requirement. We concluded that SSA effectively 
Waived the mandatory requirement when it accepted the disk 
equipment with full ‘knowledqe that the equipment did not meet 
the channel requirement. 

.,.-_. - - . -. . 
The second area of concern deals with the Masstor claim. It is 
incorrect to say SSA has denied or will deny the claim. The 
claim.is currently being evaluated, and a final decision has not 
been issued. The report’s speculation as to SSA’s position on 
the claim is improper. We strongly recommend that references to 
the SSA ttposition’f be deleted. 

GAO response - 

We deleted the sentence stating the contract officer’s view of 
this issue. 

Additionally, we su&est tha t the first sentence of the first’ 
full paragraph on page four be rewritten as follows: “Before 
accepting Masstor’s proposal subject to the two conditions, SSA 
recomputed Masstor’s price proposal to make sure they remained 
the low offeror, by adding to their price SSA’s increased 
facilities costs, as contemplated by the request for proposals.” 

GAO resoonse 

We partially changed-this sentence. 
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ENCLOSURE III ENCLOSURE II1 

Mr. Warren G. Reed 
Director 
Information Hanagement and 

Tcchn~lcsgp Division 
L’.s. General Accounting Cffice 
441 G street, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

3.e: 5217586: SSA's Acceptance Testing of A 
Mass Storage System For Computertized 
Data Was Adecuai@ (GkO/IPlTZC-85-5) 

Dear Mr. Reed: 

In respmse to your January 22, 1985 letter, Masstor Systems 
Corporation ( "??asstor") herewith provides the following comments 
on subject draft report. 

1, Masstor would like the report to specifically reference 
the fact that GAO did not speak with representatives of Masstor 
as part of its review of SSA's enforcement of the contract 
requirements Or its review 0 f the acceptance testing. 

2. The chronology of events relative to the dispute betveen 
Masstor and SSA concerning section F.4.7 of the contract is 
incomplete. By letter dated April 11, 1984, SSA unconditionally 
accepted Masstorts 3350 proposal submitted in response to the 
March 26, 1984 cure notice (copy enclosed). This event is not, 
but should be, included in the chronology which is part of the 
draft report. 

1 The April 11, 1984, letter is not included in this report. 
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EWCLOSURE III EHCLOS*JRE III 

GAO response 

The' chronology is n0t meant to be inclusive of every event. 
Nevertheless, we have added to the chronology the event 
addressed in the April It letter because Masstor believed it 
was important, stating that the letter constituted an un- 
conditional acceptance of Masstcxls proposal. In the 
April 11, 1984, letter, SS'A accepted Masstor's disk proposal, 
"pending successful completion of the acceptance test." It 
also stated that SSR"s acceptance of this proposal was not to 
be cons~ered a change within the general scope of the 
cantract. On A&xi-I 25, 1984, SSA informed Masstor that the 1 
equipment did not meet all the mandatory requirements 
stipulated in the contract. 

3. Footnote 2 of the draft report is inaccurate. Mass tor 
did not us& the tine between the end of negotiations %nd 
Awqust 6, 1984 to complete delivery of equipment required by the 
contract. To the contrary, all of the equipment required by the 
contract had been deliwered by Masstor in March 1984. .“oreover, 
this equipment, and the 3350 disk equipment proposed in response 
to the cure notice, was reedy for installation prior to April 4, 
1984. Masstar, however, did not install any of the equipment at 
that time per the direction of SSA. 

- . 

GAO response 

The footnote is provided to explain the activity that occurred 
during this period. Delivery receipts document that, as of 
April 2, 1984, Masstor had delivered only 400 of same 1,900 
required cartridges. Also, officials -from SSA and a private 
support contractor told us that the rest of the cartridges 
were not delivered until late July 1984. We changed the 
footnote slightly to ensure that only facts, and not opinions, 
were conveyed, 

. 
4. Masstor did not respond in writing to SSA’s June 13, 

1984 letter because no response was necessary. In this regard, 
Masstor never withdrew its reservation to make a claim relative 
to the 3350 proposal,and the lack of a written response to SSA'S 

letter would not constitute a waiver of fiasstor's rights in that 
respect. Contrary to SSA’s apparent belief, Masstor never gave 
tecit approval to SSA’s terms that the disk equipment be provided 
free of cost to the Government. 

GAO response 

Our report only stated the facts regarding SSA's June 13, 
1984, letter accepting the Masstor 3350 proposal. Instead of 
making any observations on this issue, we stated that GAO does 
not comment on matters involving contract disputes. 
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ENCLOSURE If1 ENCLOSURE III 

Masstar appreciates the opportunity to provide the foregoing 
comments and requests that it be furnished copies of any other 
written commeants received by GAO in this matter. 

Thank ycyu for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Attorney for Massto; Systems 
Corporation 

Enclosure 

cc: Clem‘ Bosch, Esquire, Masstor Systems Corp. 
Mr. Kenneth E. Wylie, Masstor Systems Corp. 



ENCLOSURE IV ENCLOSURE IV 

July 27, 1904 

I am writirrg to you on b&W.f cf t!!e hxmgen (2qaratj.m cf 
.baneti, California and their cmcem regarding Social Security 
Admnistratim (SSAJ cmtract *600-84-0046. It is ny 
understmding t,?m tie ccmtr.ilct requires delivery of a cmpter 
mass storaf;te systmn. It was amrded to Masstcx Ccxpxaticm ccl 
Janury 26, 1984. 

Unde!r clausat E. 6.1.2, the equigmnt is 33quired to ccqlste! a 
30 day accapmlaa! test to prove that it can met SEA's 
specificstims. I m told that the Yasstm equipmnt has mt yet 
;;asmdaecqmmcehcawe tie tescifq has txen repeatedly 
P-~* It is my umkrstarpding that the term oif the esxltmzt 
requires cmgleticm cf instalLation no later zhan 75 days after 
receiving the award (which wuld have been scamtIme in Apri;l). 

Srimgm Co~mtim is coclcefrrtga that the SEAmay cwerlook 
significmt, rnmdatcry cantr;sct ,requi,zmmts Ln its desire to 
csqaleste actcrrptarm of tie l asstor eq\Ji.pmnt. In this li@t, I 
would like to rmmt that yau dwignata a team of auditcx-s to 
pazzicigate in *A SEA acoqmnoe testing and insura t&t waivers 
of mandatory requirebmnts do not occur, I understand that the 
reviw is due to begin on or abxt July 30. 
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